Abstract
• 16 element array of heterodyne receivers • each a radiometer with 8 frequency channels 16x8 matrix • corresponds to 16x7 cm 2 in plasma
The combination at TEXTOR of:
• an innovative 2D imaging technique for temperature fluctuations, • a versatile ECRH/ECCD system and • a unique possibility to externally induce modes in the plasma, allows to detect and control instabilities. Here it is shown that also ECE can detect these fluctuation, but now in T e -Poloidal velocity: 6 km/s -Poloidal wavelength ~ 7 cm -mode number: m==40 -frequency 90 kHz ± 50 kHz -T e fluctuation level ~ 1 % -detection liomit 0.1 %.
Correction for optical thickness: 
• suppression only effective is power is deposited at q=2 with accuracy comparable to power deposition.
• deposition around O-point has larger effect than at X-point 
Heating: Power balance in Island
Heat diffusivity in island and ambient plasma comparable
